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nighttime image of the lower Manhattan
skyline as imagined with rendered imagery of the new World Trade Center complex
incorporated, including One World Trade
Center which will be the tallest building in
the city when completed.
Once complete, One World Trade Center
(nicknamed by some “Freedom Tower”) will
be 1,776 feet tall and have 2.6 million square
feet of office space. It will be part of a larger
complex that will include several office buildings, a monument and museum, a performing
arts center, a transportation hub and more. To
read more about One World Trade Center’s
construction and what it means check out “As
One WTC rises, so does hope” on page 42.

Office of History Artifacts...
Throughout this publication information has been included
about various artifacts from September 11th, 2001 that have
been kept by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Headquarters,
Office of History. These artifacts were collected by the Corps of Engineers
during the response and recovery operations following the 9/11 terrorist
attacks. Many of the artifacts were collected at the Staten Island landfill where
the Corps managed the examination and disposal of debris from Ground Zero.
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Commander’s Reflections
A tale of tragedy, endurance and redemption
There’s no question that 9/11 had a dramatic impact on New York
City and this nation as a whole. When it happened, I was serving in
South Korea as a battalion executive officer on a training exercise
near the North Korean border. Since there’s a 12-hour time difference, we initially had trouble getting accurate information. We huddled around an armed forces radio broadcast listening to the sketchy
reports. When it became clear what had happened, I knew things had
changed forever.
As we mark the 10th anniversary of 9/11, it is appropriate to
reflect on its meaning and impact on us and our organization. The
attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon represented the worst
terrorist acts committed on American soil, and, for the Army, it began an era of persistent conflict which still endures today.

Col. John R. Boulé II
Commander

Here in New York District, people witnessed these attacks firsthand and lived through the terrifying hours that followed. The struggle to comprehend what had happened
and the scramble to check on loved ones were some of the most difficult hours an individual can face. As a
District, there were challenges to be overcome as well, such as emergency response, damage assessments,
reconstitution and year-end closeouts.
Yet throughout it all there was a sense of determination, professionalism and hard work that speaks
to the soul of this District and that comes from the people who work here. Each and every one of you played
a part in helping the District get back on its feet. You spent long hours aboard the drift collection vessels
or handled the logistics and IT functions necessary to reconstitute the District at alternate locations. You
worked debris recovery missions and served as liaisons between government agencies.
When the call to deploy went out, you’ve answered time and time again, putting aside your personal
lives and heading into harm’s way to help work on crucial construction projects in both Iraq and Afghanistan.
Projects designed to help the people of those countries live better lives. More than a hundred members
of the New York District have deployed to these countries in the past nine years—many for multiple terms
and all of it not because you were ordered to but because you wanted to make a difference. You wanted to
serve.
You’ve poured your hearts and souls into 9/11 and its consequences from the time it happened to
the many projects that followed because that’s who you are as a District—a team that is committed way
beyond the design and construction of facilities and infrastructure. I believe it’s the primary reason why
our District is so successful today, because the soul of this District, its very heartbeat, is committed to doing
whatever is necessary to see every mission, no matter how difficult, through to a successful end.
Throughout this issue you’ll see stories about 9/11 and hear personal accounts from teammates
about what this 10th anniversary means to them. I encourage you to read them and take them to heart because they’re a fine example of the collective spirit that is New York District. As your commander, I can firmly
say that it’s an honor to be leading such a world-class team as we continue to build upon a tragedy that
changed the world as we know it but reaffirmed who we are as a District.

Essayons!
New York District
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New York District’s worst days
and its finest hour

When the September 11th attacks took place, the Corps of Engineers worked tirelessly to assist
with the many facets of the massive response and recovery effort to help a city still reeling. This
involved both teammates from here in New York as well as several from around the region and
the nation who dropped everything to lend a hand.
By Vince Elias, New York District

T

he September 11th terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City ten years ago amounted to
one of the most tragic days in American history and altered the path of world events. The attacks claimed
thousands of lives and reduced the Twin Towers to rubble. Fifteen million square feet of office and retail space
were lost, and another 17 million square feet were lost in nearby damaged buildings.
It was a time when the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers drew on the full resources of its eight
divisions, dozens of districts, labs, and centers
and performed crucial missions to help the
citizens of New York City. The Army Corps
played key roles in using working boats to shuttle
stranded personnel from Manhattan, working
with FEMA on the ground at the site of the
disaster, managing the removal of debris and the
landfill mission. And, amidst all of this, New
York District eventually reconstituted itself in
an alternate location to facilitate fiscal year-end
awards and close outs.
For the New York District, 9/11 was
particularly harrowing because the District’s
Emergency responders center around a Corps of Engineers Rapid
main offices are housed in the Javits Federal
Response Vehicle that was stationed near the wreckage of Ground Zero in
Building at 26 Federal Plaza mere blocks from
the days after 9/11. Many visiting Ground Zero now, seeing construction
the World Trade Center complex. After the
and rebuilt buildings, might find it hard to imagine the scene following
attacks, the Javits Building became inaccessible
the attacks both in the footprint of the World Trade Center complex and
surrounding it. (File Photo)
and remained closed until late September. This
prompted the commanding general of the Army
Corps’ North Atlantic Division to declare New York District a victim District. The initial emergency response
and recovery assignment went to the Army Corps’ New England District, based just outside of Boston. The New
England District commander was designated as the North Atlantic Division commander (forward) who acted as
division leader on the ground and established an emergency office to accommodate any requirements by FEMA,
the City of New York and New York State.
Joseph Seebode, the Deputy District Engineer for Program and Project Management at New York District, was
the official Corps liaison to the City of New York in the wake of the 9/11 tragedy and assisted with the coordination with various city, state and federal agencies on opportunities where Corps of Engineers capabilities both locally and from around the country, were available to support response and recovery efforts.
“I remain extremely proud of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and my New York District colleagues, for the
New York District
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“I still find hard to comprehend the
valiant engagement in the minutes and hours immediately following
magnitude of this tragedy and I feel a
the tragedy. The Corps team responded as I knew they would, rescuing and evacuating people via Corps vessels, supporting many rescue deep sadness whenever I think back
and recovery operations, and deploying professionals and practitioon that day.”
ners who hit the ground running and were instrumental in assisting
with the logistics for debris management, inspection and control,”
Joseph Seebode, Deputy District Engineer
Seebode said. “Within a few days of Sept. 11, 2001, we had well
for Programs and Project Management,
over a hundred Corps experts in New York working on rescue and
New York District
recovery operations. Our people showed the true meaning of esprit de
corps, and I am proud of our response and our efforts in a time when the nation needed us most.”
Seebode, who was on a PATH train heading into the World Trade Center Complex when the first plane struck,
said that 10 years later he still remains personally affected by what he witnessed on September 11th 2001.
“I still find it hard to comprehend the magnitude of this tragedy and I feel a deep sadness whenever I think back
to that day. I watched people perish– innocent people who had reported to work on September 11, 2001 like any
other day. I will never forget what I saw and it still hurts.”
EMERGENCY TRANSPORT
Amid the chaos, Army Corps boat crews from its Caven Point, marine facility in New Jersey shuttled thousands
of stranded citizens on Corps vessel across the Hudson River out of Manhattan. On the return journeys, they transported emergency personnel into Manhattan supplying fireboat and fire truck crews with necessary fuel, food, and
water that enabled emergency responders to remain on station.
Within a few days, an Emergency Operations Center was up and running at Pier 90 on Manhattan’s west side. In
the days and weeks that followed, New York District reconstituted itself in order to be able to carry out its regular
missions as well as assist with ongoing emergency operations, like organizing the removal of debris from Ground
Zero to the Staten Island landfill, and overseeing the inspection of the debris. Other New York District personnel
worked from satellite offices awarding and closing out critical year-end contracts.
Robert Goldfarb, chief, logistics management, New York District, and his staff were relentless in providing necessary supplies and computer equipment thereby enabling Corps personnel to function while working at the satellite offices.
“Arrangements were made to transport employees from transportation hubs to Fort Hamilton,” said Goldfarb.
“Motor pool vehicles were prepositioned away from 26 Federal Plaza in order for employees to continue their
missions. Additional cell phones were procured for employees, essential for communications and placed on the
government property books and
Logistics Office staff transported
Office of History Artifacts...
personnel to and from the FEMA
This World Trade Center delivery
Emergency Operations Center.”
parking pass, dated “September 11,
EMERGENCY SUPPORT
8:01 a.m.,” was found in a damaged
PERSONNEL TO FEMA
truck at the Staten Island Landfill.
The attack on
tower one occurred
45 minutes after this
trucked parked in the
garage.

More than 140 Corps
personnel deployed to New York
City from around the nation to
support the mission including
the initiation of an emergency

Corps Responds cont’d on 6...
New York District
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Corps Responds cont’d from 5

Development Center caught the first commercial flight
out of Jackson, Miss. following the attack.

support function cell to interface with FEMA. The
cell was part of the federal response plan and involved
developing mission assignments and execution
strategies to help assist FEMA.

“The work was non-stop with long days; you finally
just burned out after a couple of weeks. I met heroes every day from around the Corps and other agencies that
were doing their jobs as part of the team effort in this
response. I would bump into many of these same Corps
professionals later in Iraq and on hurricane deployments. I am always amazed at the professionalism, wide
range of expertise, and dedication that Corps personnel
have to get the job done and the mission completed.”

There was an enormous amount of smoldering debris
in a relatively small geographic area in lower Manhattan referred to as the ‘red zone,’ a restricted area from
Canal Street to Battery Park consisting of 310 stories of
buildings in a 12 square block area.
More than 1,000 workers, 240 trucks, 70 barges, and
260 pieces of heavy equipment removed debris from
ground zero around the clock. Army Corps emergency
personnel worked together with personnel from various
federal agencies in the days following the attacks.

Due to the fire department’s tactical and communication vehicles being destroyed when the towers
collapsed, the Corps also deployed tactical operations
center (DTOC) team members along with two selfcontained mobile command and control center Rapid
Response Vehicles (RRV) packed with communications

Wayne Stroupe of the Army Corps’ Research and

Corps Responds cont’d on 8...

WORLD TRADE CENTER: Damage Assessment
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The World Trade Center attacks destroyed and damaged much more than just the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center. This
map, based on area assessments soon after the attacks, gives an idea of some of the other buildings in the vicinity that were collapsed
or destroyed, partially collapsed or suffered major damage. (File Graphic)
New York District
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A CLOSER LOOK: Responding on the Water

Corps vessels answered call
on harbor after 9/11 and
continue to do so today

Along with things like fuel and water, Meyers
said people would bring food, clothes, lanterns, and
shovels to a public pier in Jersey City, which would
be transported to ground zero along with emergency
service personnel.

hen the Twin Towers were attacked on September
11, 2001, New York District was hosting Corps
of Engineers working vessels from Districts all along
the Atlantic Coast for Coast Guard-sponsored training.
Once the magnitude of what had happened in Manhattan was clear, all of the Corps crews sprung into action
to provide whatever assistance they could.

Today, Corps of Engineers vessels continue to support emergency operations missions of all kinds, with
New York District vessels regularly responding to disasters in and around the New York Harbor.

W

DCV Gelberman, a New York District drift collection vessel,
works near the North Cove Marina near Ground Zero soon
after the terrorist attacks of September 11th. Corps of Engineers
working vessels from various Districts in the region were part
of emergency response and recovery activities immediately
following the attacks. (File Photo)

“The second plane actually flew overhead, right over
Caven Point, and one of the guys that was out there said
‘we’re under attack, something ain’t right here,” said
Joe Meyers, captain of Patrol Boat Hocking then and
now. “We were all just in disbelief and the plane flew
into the second tower and we got the startup sign and
everybody went to their boats and got underway to help
however we could.”
Corps vessels worked as part of an impromptu
floatilla of boats in the harbor, sometimes referred to
as “Dunkirk II,” to help ferry thousands of people from
lower Manhattan to either New Jersey or Brooklyn. On
return trips Corps vessels brought crucial supplies for
emergency responders, including water, food, fuel and
equipment.
Once Ground Zero was evacuated, the vessels
continued to assist however possible, including ferrying
personnel, such as debris specialists, to and from ground
zero, and also bringing supplies to Manhattan.
New York District

Some of the more notable emergency response
activites have also involved planes. Soon after 9/11,
Corps crews provided assistance after American Airlines
Flight 587 crashed in Queens soon after taking off from
JFK International Airport. In January 2009, Corps vessels
were again quickly on the scene when U.S. Airways
Flight 1549, later known throughout the world as “The
Miracle on the Hudson,” safely made an emergency
landing on the Hudson River.
Some response and recovery activities the Corps
assisted with then included the stabilization of the jetliner
out of the way of navigation and the search/surveying
for and recovery of the plane’s missing engine from the
bottom of the river.
Meyers said he enjoys being able to help when the
need arises in the harbor.
“It’s good to be of service in those situations, to have
a platform where we can assist with saving a life or
property is a good part of this job.”

This shot of U.S. Airways Flight 1549, later dubbed “The Miracle
on the Hudson,” was taken from New York District’s Patrol
Boat Hocking soon after 1549 made an emergency landing in
the Hudson River. Corps of Engineers vessels were on the scene
to provide assistance and helped with response and recovery
operations in the weeks follwing the incident. Corps vessels
continue to be ready to assist in emergency situations when the
need arises. (Photo by Chris Gardner, New York District)
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Corps Responds cont’d from 6
and computer equipment. The Corps and FEMA used
the DTOCs and RRVs to form a linked communications
network throughout the area surrounding ground zero.
The Corps also mobilized two DTOCs to provide the
New York City Fire Department with command and
control resources.
SUPPLYING ELECTRICAL POWER
The Army Corps of Engineers’ 249th Engineer Battalion was called on to assist with power restoration.
The unit, which deploys following natural and manmade disasters to help provide electricity, deployed 31
Soldiers to help install 50 1,500-kilowatt generators
supplied by the city.
Five Prime Power Soldiers worked directly with
electrical utility personnel from New York City’s power
company, Con Edison, and installed two generators in
lower Manhattan and provided power for buildings in
the city’s financial district.
“We went to NYC to help the local utility with restoring electrical power to the financial district and Wall
Street,” said Sgt. 1st Class Jeremy Zemaitis with the
249th Engineer Battalion, who was a sergeant in 2001.
“Many temporary power assets were brought into the
damaged area and we used them to tap into isolated
portions of the power grid so that daily operations in the
financial district could be restored.”
Generators were also used to power medical triage
facilities and transient housing.

A debris monitor takes notes at Ground Zero. Corps of
Engineers debris management experts supported and oversaw
the removal of an estimated more than 1.2 million tons of debris
from Ground Zero. (File Photo)

the building complex. Transporting such a large amount
of debris through one of the busiest cities in the world
was a unique task and ultimately, an impossible one.
Dredging was necessary in the Hudson River to accommodate barges removing debris from Manhattan and in
less than two days, dredging operations began. Corps
personnel worked with federal response teams and
debris removal experts to develop debris removal plans.
FEMA officially assigned the debris removal mission October 1, 2001 to the Corps to operate the Staten
Island landfill to dispose of World Trade Center debris.

The Corps assembled a nationwide project delivery
team comprised of experts from the Baltimore, Norfolk,
One of the most challenging missions to surface was
and New England districts; various federal and city
removing an estimated 1.2 million tons of debris from
agencies and contractor Phillips & Jordan, Inc., responsible for transporting tons of debris from
Manhattan to the Fresh Kills Landfill on
Office of History Artifacts...
Staten Island. The mission partners inThis door was removed from a damaged New
cluded FEMA and New York City. Under
York City Police Department patrol car at Ground
the mission, the firm of Phillips and JorZero. All damaged
dan, managed contractors working at the
vehicles were taken
landfill.
to the Staten Island Landfill for
processing, where they were then
The debris was mainly structural not
cleaned, decontaminated, and
trees and residential debris from natural
recycled.
Corps Responds cont’d on 10...
DEBRIS REMOVAL MISSION

New York District
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A CLOSER LOOK: Structure Specialists

US&R Structures Specialist
Cadre took on biggest
mission, but not the last

T

hey had deployed to assist after the bombing of the
Alfred P. Murrah federal building in Oklahoma City
in 1995. However, when the Twin Towers were attacked and destroyed on September 11, 2001, they knew
this would be their biggest mission to date.

Wingate said the threat of the slurry wall degrading
further was a top concern during recovery operations,
especially once heavy debris removal equipment started
to be used.
“As the debris removal mission ramped up commensurate with the transition from response to recovery,
things got more dangerous below grade,” said Wingate,
who is now with South Pacific Division. “There was a
vital concern shared by those involved in mitigating the
threat of the subterranean wall being further compromised.”
Wingate said his last official act before redeploying
to San Francisco has stuck with him in the years since.
“One thing that sticks out is the last official business
– handing off the last of our collapse pattern maps to the
NYFD Special Operations Chief, who said they ‘could
not have done this without the Corps.’”

Based out the South Pacific Division, the US&R
Structures Specialist Cadre includes structural specialists from throughout the Corps of Engineers, and drew
upon experts from all over the country following 9/11.
Rick Tillman, New Orleans District, of the Urban Search and
Rescue Planning and Response Team looks on as emergency
response personnel search through the wreckage following the
September 11th attacks. (File Photo)

The Corps of Engineers Urban Search and Rescue
(US&R) Structures Specialist Cadre provides structural
engineering support after natural or manmade disasters
and deployed to New York City within two days of the
attacks.
The team assisted emergency responders with a host
of capabilities, including assessment of buildings that
sustained collateral damage to watch for signs of collapse and providing multi-level World Trade Center
collapse pattern maps for the firefighters to assist them
with search and rescue operations, fostering more efficient search efforts as well as their own safety. Working
with Corps GIS experts, they were also able to incorporate heat data into the maps, helping to further increase
firefighter safety as they searched through the wreckage,
which smoldered for days, said Mark Wingate, who
deployed as a cadre team leader from the Readiness
Support Center (then in San Francisco District).
Corps experts also worked closely with local partners
on ways to mitigate the threat of the collapse of the
WTC complex’s subterranean “slurry wall” foundation,
which held back waters from the Hudson River.
New York District

Since 2001, the US&R Structures Specialist Cadre
has been called upon several times to support critical
search and rescue efforts associated with major events.
Its most visible mission recently was supporting building
deconstruction and victim repatriation efforts in Haiti
following the massive earthquake that struck there in
January 2010.

Scott Ascone, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England
District, checks the structural safety of a crevice for urban search
and rescue efforts in Haiti following a devastating January 2010
earthquake. Since supporting recovery efforts following the
September 11th terrorist attacks, the Urban Search and Rescue
Planning and Response team has continued to answer the call
following natural and manmade disasters. (Photo by Tom
Niedernhofer, South Pacific Division)
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Corps Responds cont’d from 8
disasters normally faced by the Corps. All structural
steel debris went to two salvage yards for recycling. The
rest was transported to the landfill site.
Managing the landfill operation presented unique
challenges because it was considered the biggest crime
scene in history due to the presence of human remains
and potential evidence related to the attacks. Debris
crews worked around the clock removing about 10,000
tons a day.

Office of History Artifacts...
This coin was designed by Vince
Elias of the Army Corps’ New York
District and issued by North Atlantic
Division, to commemorate the
role of the Corps, FEMA, the City of New York,
and the State of New York, in relief operations
following the World Trade Center attacks.

Tom Harnedy, now with North Atlantic Division,
was the New York District’s Chief of the Construction
Management Section at the time and was involved in
the ‘round-the-clock operation.
“Working the World Trade Center debris recovery
mission at the Fresh Kills Landfill was a challenging
experience for me both professionally and personally,”
said Harnedy. “As a Staten Islander, having witnessed
the tragedy, as well as having family friends who lost
their loved ones, I became very aware of the sensitivity
of the work the Corps was accomplishing in support of
the recovery and the importance of my role as the contract manager for the Corps in this effort.”
He added, “I had served in difficult assignments
before, but not in one that was essentially a fast paced
contingency operation with so much visibility and
exposure among other agencies and the public. At the
end of the physical operations in 2002, and although it
was result of dealing with tragic circumstances, I truly
felt my contributions and those of my teammates were
absolutely critical toward the operation running smoothly to include maintaining an atmosphere of dignity and
respect.”

The 10-month effort at the Staten Island landfill
ended July 15, 2002 as hundreds assembled at the closing ceremony.
MAPPING GROUND ZERO USING GIS DATA
Following 9/11, the City of New York and FEMA
used the Corps’ Geographic Information System (GIS)
expertise in many ways. These ranged from computergenerated maps showing potential hazards and buried
fires that could be dangerous to emergency personnel
working in the rubble to assessing how much debris
remained and the best routes to remove it.

Corps Responds cont’d on 12...

Reflections...

O

n 9/11 I was working at the US Army Reserve Center in Schuylkill Haven, PA, where I was
assigned as the lone active duty officer in the 365th Engineer Battalion (USAR). I heard
about the first plane’s impact on the radio and instantly called my brother who worked in the
Amex Building right next door in the World Financial Center. He wasn’t at his desk, it turned
out he was in the north WTC Tower as it was being struck; he was able to make it out. As one of
the closest Army construction battalions we instantly went on alert and began to prepare. With
all our dump trucks and heavy construction equipment we thought we’d surely be called in but
we never were. Months later when American Express moved back into their building my message was still on my brother’s voicemail, an eerie memento of the pre 9/11 world.

New York District
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Lt. Col. Michael Clancy
9-11-01 - USAR (in PA)
9-11-11 - NAN-EX
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A CLOSER LOOK: Debris Removal

9/11 Debris Mission was
unique, but largest was yet
to come for Corps

T

he Corps of Engineers often manages the disposal
of large quantities of debris after large disasters
like a hurricane, and with more than 1.2 million tons of
debris in lower Manhattan after the September 11th attacks the Corps was called on right away. However, the
World Trade Center debris mission was not like debris
missions the Corps of Engineers regularly handles.
Debris moves between conveyor belts at the special landfill the
Corps of Engineers managed on Staten Island for debris from
the attacks. Unlike the Corps’ more traditional debris missions,
all of the debris from 9/11 had to be specially handled and
examined for traces of evidence, human remains and/or personal
affects. (Photo by Eric Reinert, USACE Office of History)

While the debris management mission the Corps
carried out following 9/11 was a massive effort, and
indeed a very unique one, it was surely not the last. The
Corps has continued to provide debris management
support following natural and manmade disasters
since 9/11, with the largest mission ever coming
after hurricanes Katrina and Rita caused widespread
devastation along the Gulf Coast in 2005. The Corps of
Engineers managed the removal of more than 72 million
A Corps of Engineers debris specialist looks over the wreckage cubic yards of debris from multiple states after the 2005
of the Twin Towers in the days following the 9/11 attacks. The storms.
Corps of Engineers managed the removal of more than 1.2
million tons of debris. (File Photo)

When natural disasters like hurricanes or tornadoes
strike, they tend to leave large swaths of devastation, including debris from small buildings and homes as well
as a great deal of natural debris like branches and entire
trees blocking roads. When the Twin Towers collapsed,
they created more than 1.2 million tons of debris, but
condensed into a relatively small area in the heart of the
nation’s busiest and most densely populated city. Rather
than trees and remnants of small structures, the debris
was made up of the smoldering wreckage of what were
two of the world’s tallest skyscrapers.
Because the debris was on the island of Manhattan,
it had to to placed on barges and sent to the landfill
in Staten Island. The Corps had to set up what many
considered the world’s largest crime lab-the Fresh Kills
Landfill on Staten Island to examine all the debris from
the attack for traces of evidence, human remains and/or
personal affects.
New York District

Even more recently, the Corps has assisted with
debris removal in southern and midwestern states
following deadly tornadoes in spring 2011.

Corps of Engineers debris management specialists check debris
being cleared in New Orleans for hazards and/or human remains
after Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The Corps’ largest debris
mission came after the 2005 hurricane season, when more than
72 million cubic yards of debris was removed from multiple Gulf
Coast states following the hurricanes that battered the region.
(Photo by Marvin Nauman, FEMA)
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Corps Responds cont’d from 10
Stephen McDevitt, a geographer with New York
District’s Planning Division and coordinator for the
Enterprise Geographic Information Systems (EGIS) now
serves as an action officer for the Corps’ National GIS
Cadre. “I received information in an email message that
there was an immediate requirement for GIS data by the
Corps’ first responders and FEMA. The system data was
essential for mapping New York City and capturing data
and displaying geographic information,” McDevitt said.
After retrieving the GIS data from 26 Federal Plaza,
McDevitt provided it to FEMA. Other Army Corps GIS
specialists such as Kevin Carlock, of the Corps’ Rock
Island District at the time, and Eric Morrison, of Omaha
District, augmented FEMA along with McDevitt and
also provided GIS support to the City of New York GIS
teams at Piers 92 and 93 in Manhattan.
“GIS was used by emergency responders to get
critical information to incident responders and allowed
personnel to effectively assist with emergency response,
and determine mitigation priorities,” McDevitt said.
“GIS allowed FEMA and all responders to understand
and visualize data revealed in form of maps. Getting
the geography and maps created swiftly and accurately
was extremely critical. The maps enabled the debris and
recovery workers to rapidly access geospatial data that
helped them.”
STRUCTURES SPECIALISTS
Corps structures specialists helped the urban search
and rescue teams search for any survivors buried
beneath the debris.
While firemen and police sifted through the mountain

Corps of Engineers structural experts kept a constant watch on
the heavily damaged structures surrounding Ground Zero, to
look for any signs they might collapse while recovery efforts were
taking place. (File Photo)

of wreckage, Corps structures specialists from as
far as San Francisco District monitored hazards and
performed safety analyses to mitigate the hazards
associated with the search and rescue operations.
Support from the structures specialists ranged from
providing multi-level World Trade Center collapse
pattern maps to firefighters daily to assist with their
search efforts to assessing the structural damage to
nearby buildings that were damaged and keeping a
constant eye on them to look for signs that they could
potentially collapse during recovery efforts.
Corps structural experts also worked closely with
local partners to constantly keep tabs on the the World
Trade Center complex’s subterranean “slurry wall”
foundation, which held back waters from the Hudson
River.

Corps Responds cont’d on 14...

Reflections...

I

was sitting at my desk, 21st floor of the federal building, I heard a large explosion, and
our entire building shook. I looked up and saw a huge fireball from the top floors of
WTC. I went to the exec office to see what was going on. Mr. John Hartman (chief of
operations at the time) was there and said this was a terrorist attack. I made a few quick
phone calls to my wife and family. Then I headed out to the streets because my sister,
Pat, worked in the WTC as a federal employee. I was scared and worried what may have
happened to her. I headed towards the WTC to find her, scared to death, but not leaving
without her. I fought through massive crowds heading uptown, as I headed downtown.
With a miracle I found my sister safe, but wet and full of soot. We walked to the piers,
around 45th Street, to get back to Jersey, total of 14 hours to get home. A day never to
forget, one that haunts me terribly. I lost several friends never found that day.
New York District
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9-11-11 - NAN-LM
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A CLOSER LOOK: Emergency Power

249th Soldiers regularly
help ‘energize’ responses

T

he U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ 249th Engineer
Battalion (Prime Power) had been responding to
disasters for years when the Twin Towers were attacked
on September 11, 2001. It was no surprise that they
were called upon to provide emergency electrical support in New York City as well as at the Pentagon.
After 9/11, 249th Soldiers worked tirelessly utilizing
commercial generators to re-energize everything from
medical facilities to Wall Street, which is critical to the
nation’s economy.

Prime Power also supports Overseas Contingency
Operations in places like Afghanistan and Iraq helping provide power for U.S. forces, coalition operating
bases, and critical host nation facilities, such as wastewater treatment, dams and a wide range of other necessary public works, to help the local people.
Sgt. 1st Class Jeremy Zemaitis, a Soldier with the
249th, deployed to New York City in response to the
9/11 attacks and said that while he’s extremely proud to
be a part of all the 249th’s response missions, for him
the New York mission still stands out.
“The mission in NYC was much more profound due
to the impact that it had on the nation. All of the Federal, state and local agencies that we worked with were
helpful and had a sense of national pride in helping in
any capacity.” said Zemaitis, who has supported Prime
Power missions across the country since the attacks.
“All emergency responses are of utmost importance but
this one had an added dimension.”
The Soldiers of the 249th, Zemaitis included, still
respond to disasters all over the country offering their
expertise and support. Since the World Trade Center
disaster,they’ve been called on to provide support following major hurricanes like Katrina and Ike to ice
storms in the Midwest and most recently tornadoes
in Alabama this spring. They have also continuously
supported missions in Afghanistan since 2002 and Iraq
since 2003.

249th Engineer Battalion Soldiers at Ground Zero after the
September 11th attacks. Soldiers from the 249th were a part
of the Corps of Engineers response to the attacks and helped
provide emergency power to critical facilities. (File Photo)

The Soldiers of the 249th regularly respond to disasters all over the country, ranging from ice storms
to tornadoes to hurricanes. If you hear about a disaster
causing widespread destruction, there’s a good chance
Soldiers from the 249th have deployed to help — often
working closely with Emergency Power Planning and
Response Teams stationed at Districts throughout the
Corps of Engineers that also deploy to support emergency response efforts.
The 249th’s primary focus in these situations are
based on local emergency operation center priorities,
but is generally focused on life-saving facilities, life
sustaining facilities like shelters, mission command
centers, police and fire stations and infrastructure such
as water and waste-water treatment facilities.
New York District

Soldiers with the 249th Engineer Battalion check the electrical
requirements for an air conditioning unit at the Island
Community Center in Galveston, Texas in September 2008, soon
after Hurricane Ike struck the area. Soldiers from the 249th
continue to respond to disasters when called upon. (Photo by
Brooks O. Hubbard IV, Los Angeles District)
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Corps Responds cont’d from 12
Structural specialists regularly inspected the wall
and worked on ways to prevent it from collapsing. This
was especially important as the debris removal mission
ramped up and more heavy equipment was being used
nearby.
AFTERMATH
Disaster preparedness is critical and the Army
Corps continues to accomplish its mission in this area
by building additional bench strengths, for planning
and by continuing to emphasize the need for response
teams, subject matter experts, team leaders and other
key assets to cover disasters. The Corps is stronger in
several areas since 9/11 and has developed and trained
more volunteers to respond including various initiatives
underway including contingencies relating to disasters.
New York District distinguished itself in many
ways in the aftermath of 9/11. It reconstituted itself
in the face of very difficult circumstances and despite
inadequate office space, and a lack of communication
devices and computers, it successfully completed work
on tens of millions of dollars worth of contracts before
the end of the fiscal year and oversaw the extraordinary
debris inspection and removal operation at the landfill,
which safely and efficiently processed thousands and
thousands of tons of rubble, inspecting the tiniest
fragments for criminal evidence and human remains.

Months after the attacks, New York City firefighters and police
officers meticulously sift through debris at Ground Zero in May
2002 looking for any personal items that may still be at the
site. Corps of Engineers debris management experts oversaw
debris operations and managed debris after it left the site, but
dealing with it on site was a very personal affair for the city’s
first responders and they were very closely involved. (File Photo)

Engineers, all Corps personnel contributed vitally to the
recovery of lower Manhattan and the recuperation of
the nation.

“I met heroes every day from around the
Corps and other agencies that were doing
their jobs as part of the team effort in this
response.”

In every respect, in emergency response operations,
resuming its daily activities and pressing on with the
projects and programs of the U.S. Army Corps of

Wayne Stroupe, Engineering Research and
Development Center, Vicksburg, Miss.

Reflections...

O

n September 11, 2001 I was on detail to the Energy and Water Appropriations
Subcommittee in Congress. I was at work on Capitol Hill. I watched the live
television news coverage of the World Trade Center in my office with co-workers. I
knew people who worked in the towers and was deeply concerned about their safety.
After the Pentagon was hit, I evacuated from Capitol Hill and left Washington with a
co-worker. As we drove across the Potomac River to Virginia, I could see the smoke
and fire rising from the Pentagon. It was a surreal sight. Much of Washington seemed to
be in a panic with news reports of explosions at other buildings in DC. In the following
days I did visit Ground Zero in New York and also had to worry about the threat posed
by the anthrax that was found in the Senate office buildings. Ten years later it is still
easy to remember that day because there are so many constant reminders from that time
which now effect our lives.
New York District
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A CLOSER LOOK: Helping Others Across the Country

District’s Temp Housing
team supports responses
around the country

Most recently, the PRT deployed to Joplin to manage
the design and construction of temporary schools and
fire stations there (editor’s note: while this publication
was being put together).

P

ersonnel from throughout the Corps of Engineers
came to New York City to help after the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and when disasters strike elsewhere
New York District teammates return the favor, usually
through the District’s Temporary Housing Planning and
Response Team (PRT).

The team was assigned to the Corps’ Recovery Field
Office set up there by the Corps’ Kansas City District to
assist with recovery efforts in southwest Missouri after
a devastating tornado struck in May.
“It’s a good thing to give back to the community,
especially a community that’s been turned inside out
and upside down,” said New York District’s Russ Smith
while deployed to Joplin when asked about why he
joined the PRT. “You see the damage throughout (Joplin) and it’s not the type of thing where you can sit back
and not do anything. We’re just hoping we can help
them get back to normal as quick as possible.”
Prior to Joplin, the PRT’s last full-scale deployment
was after Hurricane Ike struck the Gulf Coast of Texas
in fall 2008. The Texas mission was a traditional Temporary Housing Mission and the team managed the
installation of more than 3,500 individual temporary
housing units as well as three community sites.

Members of New York District’s Temporary Housing Planning
and Response Team pose for a picture outside the Corps’
Recovery Field Office in Joplin, Mo., in June 2011. The team
was assigned to manage the construction of temporary public
facilities in the region, which had been struck by a massive
tornado. (Photo Courtesy of Joplin Recovery Field Office)

The team also deployed to Arkansas in 2006 to manage the installation of temporary housing units there following a series of powerful tornadoes, after Hurricane
Katrina slammed into the Gulf Coast in 2005 and many
other times as well.

Generally, the PRT deploys to manage the installation
of temporary housing units following disasters, often
hurricanes and tornadoes. This includes both individual
housing units as well as temporary housing community sites, which are similar to neighborhoods built
from scratch and usually comprised of about 50 to 100
homes.
The team can also deploy to manage the construction of critical public facilities, which happened for the
team’s first time this year after a massive tornado struck
Joplin, Mo., in May.
When called upon by FEMA and working in the
National Response Framework, the team works closely
with the local Corps District responsible for the Corps’
recovery efforts and integrates into local emergency
response operations for the area impacted by whatever
disaster has struck.

New York District

Joe Brown (left), a retired annuitant from St. Louis District
and Temporary Housing Mission Manager Russ Smith (center),
New York District, talk with a contractor about a nearly
completed temporary housing community in High Island, Texas,
just northeast of Galveston. After Hurricane Ike struck the
Gulf Coast of Texas in 2008, New York District’s Temporary
Housing Planning and Response Team deployed to manage
the construction of thousands of temporary housing units and
several of the more complex temporary housing communities.
(Photo by Chris Gardner, New York District)
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A leader remembered
T

he late Col. John B. O’Dowd had taken command of New York District
just two months prior to the 9/11 attacks, which took place a few blocks
from the District’s lower Manhattan headquarters. In his role commanding
the District he was a leader of initial response and recovery efforts, including
removal and disposal of more than 1.2 million tons of debris and overseeing the
construction and management of the facility on Staten Island to sift through the
debris for human remains and personal effects.

Col. John B. O’Dowd
1956 - 2010

“Col. O’D still lives on in our hearts. He was a charismatic, affable, inspiring leader and close friend, and the glue that held us together during 9/11,” said
retired Corps of Engineers civilian Peter Shugert, who served as Col. O’Dowd’s
chief of public affairs during his tenure at New York District.

O’Dowd, who retired from the Army in 2006, suffered a heart attack and passed away in January 2010. However,
he will always be remembered at New York District as well as in Afghanistan, where he was assigned to following
New York District.
On August 15, 2010 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Afghanistan Engineer District-North, dedicated its new
dining facility at the Qalaa House Compound in Kabul to Col. John B. O’Dowd who served as the first commander
of the newly formed Afghanistan Engineer District from July 2004-2005.
“This dedication means a lot to those of us who worked side-by-side with Col. O’Dowd. I had the distinct honor
at the New York District, and during rescue and recovery operations after 9/11 and to this day still marvel at the
leadership, courage, compassion, and composure exhibited by Col. O’Dowd during those trying times,” said Joe
Seebode, New York District’s deputy district engineer. “Col. O’Dowd was a hero to us all and I will always treasure our friendship through the years.”
O’Dowd’s leadership set the course at the newly stood up Afghanistan Engineer District for the thousands of
personnel who supported its mission. As the Corps’ mission in Afghanistan grew, the Afghanistan Engineer District
grew into two Districts, AED-North and AED-South.
In addition to serving as commander of the District,
O’Dowd was also the Staff Engineer for Combined Force
Command-Afghanistan. In this capacity, he oversaw all engineering activity for the Department of Defense including
construction of roads, bridges and forward operating bases.
“It’s fitting we should dedicate this building to a
distinguished Army leader and former New York District
commander,” said Col. John Boulé, commander, New York
District Corps of Engineers. “John O’Dowd earned this
honor through a career of selfless service to our nation.”
O’Dowd graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at
West Point in 1978 and his military awards and decorations
include the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion
of Merit, Bronze Star, Army Meritorious Service Medal,
the Army Commendation Medal, the National Defense
Service Medal, Afghan Campaign Medal, the Armed Forces
Expeditionary Medal as well as the Master Parachutist
Badge.
New York District

A marker and memorial in honor of the late Col. John B.
O’Dowd at the entrance of the dining facility dedicated
in his honor at the Qalaa House Compound in Kabul.
From 2004 to 2005, O’Dowd was the first commander of
the Afghanistan Engineer District. (Photo by Carmine
Leone, while deployed to AED - North)
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Afghanistan: The mission continues

I

nternational forces, led by the United States, invaded
Afghanistan not long after the September 11th attacks,
as many of those responsible for the attacks were
believed to be in the country. The war in Afghanistan
was never just about destroying an enemy — it had to
be, and continues to be, about transforming a nation.
That’s why the Corps of Engineers was called upon
to set up the Afghanistan Engineer District in 2004.
The first commander there was the late Col. John B.
O’Dowd, fresh from his assignment at New York District that saw him lead the District through the September 11th attacks and the missions that followed.
He took on a mission like none before, one that
continues to this day - supporting the infrastructure
rebuilding program throughout the war-torn nation.
Since O’Dowd’s departure as the first commander of
AED, the District has expanded into two separate offices,
with AED-North in Kabul and AED-South in Kandahar.
The Corps ultimately carries out a variety of missions
in Afghanistan. These include being responsible for a
comprehensive infrastructure program for the reception
and training of recruits, and subsequent stabilization
of up to 70,000 soldiers of the Afghanistan National
Army. The Corps is also building new facilities for
U.S. Forces in Afghanistan and providing technical and
mentoring support to the U.S. Agency for International
Development and other federal agencies.
Since 2004, the Corps has overseen the construction
of well over $1 billion in projects, ranging from military

Afghan workers at Camp Commando in southern
Kabul build a dining facility. The installation is the first
Afghanistan National Army installation to become fully
self-sufficient. It was one of thousands of projects the
Corps managed and is managing in support of forces in
Afghanistan. (Photo by Hank Heusinkveld, while deployed
to Afghanistan Engineer District - North)

projects to support Afghanistan’s National Army
and Police to things taken for granted elsewhere like
national roads to help improve commerce and overall
infrastructure.
The Corps of Engineers is also committed to help
build Afghanistan’s national capacity, so on any given
day, as many as 20,000 Afghans are employed working
on the hundreds of ongoing Corps projects scattered
around the country.
Since the District opened in 2004,
thousands of Corps of Engineers civilians have deployed voluntarily to
Afghanistan to support the missions
there, including several dozen from
New York District.

“I’m glad I had the opportunity to
support the Corps’ important mission
in Afghanistan,” said Andrew Masella,
a civil engineer with New York
District who deployed to AED-North
Afghan heavy equipment operators move earth for a new landing strip at for seven months in 2010. “It was
Forward Operating Base-Shank. The Corps manages construction for both an amazing experience being able to
Afghan forces as well as international forces in Afghanistan. (Photo by Hank impact so many lives and really made
me proud to be an American.”
Heusinkveld, while deployed to Afghanistan Engineer District - North)
New York District
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Reflections...
T

he public affairs office invited New York District personnel to share a paragraph with their reflections on the
events of September 11th attacks, including what they were doing then and their feelings today. We’ve included these reflections here and throughout this issue in an effort to give our own teammates an outlet to share their
reflections on this 10th anniversary as well as to give readers a window into the thoughts of New York District’s
teammates ten years later. — Chris Gardner, editor

I

was still a full-time teacher in 2001 and was teaching a seventh grade art class when
the first tower was struck. A colleague rushed into our art studio and told us what had
happened. He ran to the window where lower Manhattan was visible while I tried to calm
the children as much as I could. A week or so later, I had my classes create a series of
posters and design projects geared to inspire hope and courage for our future. Under the
auspices of New York District, I mounted two exhibits of student work in our lobby and
arranged for the class I was teaching on the morning of 9/11 to visit Federal Plaza and see
Ground Zero. Col. John O’Dowd, our District Commander at the time, met with the children and posed for photos. Their artwork really seemed to affect the people in the lobby.
Some cried or got really choked up. I hope that from time to time those children (who’re
young adults now) proudly recall that day. I also hope they’ve retained the courage and
optimism they so beautifully projected in their art that year.

Vinnie Perrera
9-11-01 - NAN-IM
(and school teacher)
9-11-11 - ACE-IT

I
Russell Smith
9-11-01 - NAN-PL
9-11-11 - NAN-EM

had only been with the New York District for a month to the day. I was a Department
of Army Intern at the time, working in Planning. I overheard someone say “a plane just
crashed into the World Trade Center!” I got up from my desk to follow others to a south
facing window on the 21st floor to see what was going on. Someone said they heard it was
a small plane. The gaping smoking hole I saw in the North Tower to me said otherwise. I
remember wondering how such an accident could happen on a clear day. I went back to
my desk to call my wife to say “did you hear the news?” I had barely picked up the phone
when I heard running in the hallway, and someone yelling “get the hell out of the building!” At the street level there were all kinds of rumors circulating about car bombs going
off all over the city, and major attacks on numerous cities. The image of the smoking hole
& fluttering papers, all the sirens and acrid smell of burning metal is etched into my brain.

S

eptember 11th 2001 is a moment in time that very few of us will ever forget. It
was a day marked by death, sadness and hate, but among the chaos it was also a
day filled with great acts of heroism, kindness and support from fellow citizens. It’s
amazing how far we’ve come and how much the world has permanently changed
because of 9/11. For me, 9/11 is a constant reminder of how fragile life can be
and how fast things can change. It reminds me to be appreciative of life and those
around me.

New York District
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9-11-11 - NAN-EEO
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Reflections cont’d...

S

eptember 11, 2001 is a day I shall never forget. I was a personal witness to the death
of three thousand of my fellow human beings who died a senseless death at the hands
of terrorists. An NAD employee, forward stationed at the EPA offices, I safely left 290
Broadway and was given the opportunity to help a pregnant woman who was trampled by
the panicking crowds. Searching in fear for my wife, at PACE University, I was amidst the
crowds running away from the cloud of the collapsed Tower 1. Walking North, I turned to
see, before my eyes, Tower 2 collapse. In great sadness, I retreated to the apartment of two
elderly aunts of mine who resided in Greenwich Village. After hours of worry and anxiety,
I finally made contact with my wife, Donna, who was OK - her bus to PACE University
was turned back before it got to Manhattan. The same was the case for my older son who
was attending PACE at the time. And my younger son was picked up after school by my
brother-in-law. In all, September 11, 2001 was a terrible day, but God was good to me that
day. I pray for those who were not so fortunate that day.

Michael Scarano
9-11-01 - NAD
9-11-11 - NAN-OP

- Submitted from Afghanistan while deployed

O

n the morning of September 11, 2001, I was sitting at my desk speaking to Bill Kozak
as the first plane hit the towers. We both could not imagine what was going on and
ran to the window. By the time the second plane hit, we all knew this was serious! Vikki
Gross, Donna Vaughn and I left the building and started walking toward Chambers Street.
We stopped at City Hall because there seemed to be a crowd drawn there. We looked up
to witness groups of people jumping from the towers. At first we all thought it was papers
flying out of the building but then we saw groups of three and four holding hands and
jumping. It is something that I will always remember and my attitudes and feelings have all
changed after that moment. Since I began my government career in the World Trade Center,
Estelle Capowski this was so personal. Since that day, I can no longer stand to hear people complain about
9-11-01 - NAN-EEO
minor things and have no tolerance for people who feel sorry for themselves, all of the
9-11-11 - NAN-EEO
time. It was the first time that I understood the meaning of “Take time to smell the roses.”
I try every day to not get caught up in nonsense because it is all nonsense!

S

eptember 11th started out as a warm, beautiful day that quickly became marred by
a most horrendous act which will never be forgotten. On that day I was working in
public affairs here on the 21st floor in a windowless office. My daughter, who works at
the Harborside area in Jersey City, called to tell me to get out of the building because a
plane just went into the World Trade Center. I left the building and joined the many others
who crowded the streets of lower Manhattan. People were crying and frightened thinking
that there would possibly be several more attacks. Yet in their various emotional states
I remember how perfect strangers took care of one another. With virtually no vehicle
movement in the city, it took several hours of walking to reach the ferry that would bring
me to Jersey, and yet a few more hours to make it safely home. Today when I reflect back
I remember the world prior to 9/11 and how it abruptly ended that day and will never
be the same. I will always remember the bravery displayed that day by firefighters, law
enforcement and all first-responders, and ordinary citizens.
New York District
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Reflections cont’d...

n Sept. 11, 2001, I was not in New York City. I was at home in NJ waiting to be
picked up by co-workers to go to a meeting in Atlantic City. Needless to say they
did not show up that day. I watched the drama unfold on TV like many others, unsuccessfully trying to reach my boss until I couldn’t stand sitting still any longer and
drove to Caven Point. That was NY District’s emergency relocation site so I thought
I would go there to try to help any way I could. A little while after arriving at Caven
Point I was asked if I could go be the Corps liaison with FEMA in Edison, N.J. I said
“hell yes,” and headed there. I spent the next three days there assisting with the logistics of identifying and bringing in various Corps emergency response assets. After the
New England District Disaster Support Team, who was officially tasked to manage the
Corps response, arrived I was able to return to the relocated NY District management
team at Caven Point and help get the NY District back up and running. That Sunday,
16 September, I went through Ground Zero to check up on Corps teams that were on
site and I’ll never forget the devastation I saw – places that were familiar and inviting
just a week ago were in total destruction and unrecognizable. It was an extremely busy
time and trying time, but we all pulled together and supported each other. We worked
as one team and it was nice to know that when the chips were down we could count
on each other. I’ll never forget those days, but I hope none of us will ever have to live
through something like that again.

John Tavolaro
9-11-01 - NAN-OP
9-11-11 - NAN-OP

9

/11 is often thought of as a bad day, but I also experienced something good. Like many of
you, I left 26 Federal Plaza in a rush, leaving all of my belongings behind. When outside, I was
somehow able to gather some coins to call my family on a pay phone to let them know I was
OK. I told them that I had no money, but I will get home. When I hung up the phone, someone
grabbed my shoulder and turned me around. A rabbi standing behind me, who must have heard
my conversation, took my hand and slapped some money into it and told me to get home safely.
For me 9/11 symbolizes a day when New Yorkers stuck together in a time of need. Recently, I
realized, somewhat embarrassingly, that my feelings about 9/11 are still very close to the surface.
While gathering information for a 9/11 article you can read on Page 42, I visited a World Trade
JoAnne Castagna Center museum that’s in downtown, Manhattan. While there, I approached a woman to see if
9-11-01 - NAN-PPMD I could interview her. She was gazing at a wall of photos of the 9/11 victims. She agrees to be
9-11-11 - NAN-PPMD interviewed and as soon as I raise my tape recorder to interview her, I begin crying....

-------------- REPRINT OF ORIGINAL FALL 2001 NEW YORK DISTRICT TIMES --------------

T

he following 20 pages are an exact reprint of the fall 2001 edition of the New York District newsletter, the New
York District Times, which was the first edition put together after the September 11th attacks and is primarily
about those attacks and the response to them. We’ve included it because it provides interesting insight into that
time. Everybody remembers where they were when the attacks took place, but a lot of times the feelings, imagery
and impressions of the days, weeks and more afterward can be less clear. We hope this serves as both an interesting
and informative read, as well as a fascinating time capsule concerning an event that has inevitably impacted us all.
Also of note, the flood risk reduction project highlighted on pages 18 and 19 of the reprinted edition continues to
move forward and helped prevent a great deal of damage during spring storms in 2011.— Chris Gardner, editor
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Ground Zero transforms into
‘Freedom Tower’

New York District
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Photos of 9/11 memorials in lower Manhattan
and One World Trade Center work by Dan
Desmet, New York District
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As One WTC rises, so does hope
By JoAnne Castagna, New York District

I

t was May of 1986 and New York District’s Randy Hintz
was literally and figuratively on top of the world. His
fiancé accepted his wedding proposal on the top floor of the
World Trade Center’s Twin Towers in the famous Windows
on the World. Ever since then, they went back there to
celebrate their anniversary.
Then comes September 11, 2001 and terrorists attack the
towers turning the once majestic structures into a mound
of smoldering rubble. Hintz, then the District’s Emergency
Operations Manager, found himself at an all time low as he
stood in the middle of Ground Zero, supervising the removal
of the debris at a location that once held cherished memories.
As the 10 year anniversary of September 11th approaches,
a new One World Trade Center is being constructed at Ground
Zero and Hintz, fellow Americans and people from all around
the globe said they feel it’s just the lift the world needs.

Randy Hintz, New York District’s emergency
operations manager during the 9/11 attacks, pauses for
a photo during recovery operations in December 2001.
Hintz proposed to his wife at the Twin Towers in 1986.
Like many in New York District, the towers held a very
special, personal meaning. He is looking forward to
creating new family moments when One World Trade
Center is complete. (File Photo)

“I’m pleased to see the progress being made at Ground
Zero. The area is really starting to show signs of recovery and at the same time recognizing the need for a suitable
memorial at the site,” said Hintz, today the New York District’s Chief for the Operations Support Branch.

He added, “I occasionally walk by the site at lunchtime to watch the progress being made. I remember walking
through the Winter Garden in the days that followed 9/11 and seeing the police with their search dogs coming off the
pile. The sights and sounds are so different today.”
What Hintz is seeing today is the construction of the new One World Trade Center at Ground Zero. Construction of
the new complex, previously referred to as the Freedom Tower, began in 2006.
“The new World Trade Center embodies a bold vision: To remember, to renew, and to rebuild the future,” states the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, the developers of the site that are working with a number of agencies in its
creation.
One World Trade Center will be set within the footprint of the original Twin Towers on an eight-acre plaza
landscaped with a small forest of oak trees.
The complex is being constructed by approximately 1,100 people and it will be the most environmentally-conscious
complex of its size in the world. It will include five major new office towers, the National September 11th Memorial &
Museum, a Transportation Hub, retail opportunities and a performing arts center.
One of the office towers will be “One World Trade Center” that will redefine New York City’s skyline and be the
tallest skyscraper in the city at 1,776 feet, and one of the tallest in the world. The skyscraper will include considerable
office space, a grand public lobby graced with 50-foot ceilings, an observation deck on the 100th and 102st floors and a
1,776 foot antenna tower, considered an ever-present symbol of renewal and hope for the future.
Hintz said he plans on visiting the new observation deck with his children.
“Before 9/11, my family had a tradition. On the day after Thanksgiving, my kids would take turns coming to work
with me, since it was always quiet in the office. At lunchtime I would take them over to the observation deck of the
World Trade Center. In 2000 I took my son Nicholas to the observation deck, Thanksgiving 2001 was to be Alex’s first
trip. Both Nicholas and Alex are looking forward to visiting the new observation deck in One WTC.”
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As One World Trade Center is being constructed there are a few WTC museums, not affiliated with the construction,
in downtown Manhattan where people from around the world can pay their respects now to the thousands of men,
women and children that were lost on 9/11.
At one of these museums, Helen Rose, who was visiting New York City from England for a wedding, was choked up
as she gazed at a wall of photos of the victims. “The images really give you a sense of the community here. On that
day parents were taking their children to school.”
She added, “You realize the vastness of the thing when you see all of faces of the people on all of the walls. It was
horrendous.” Rose also added that even though she was not in New York City on September 11, 2001, she and fellow
Europeans “also felt the emotional impact of that horrific day.”
Unlike Rose, Pueblo Migues of Argentina, felt that New Yorkers
definitely had a much more powerful experience than he did in his
country.
“We watched the planes crashing into the towers on the television
and it was like watching a movie. We had a different experience than
the people here.”
Migues, who was at the same museum as Rose, was visiting New
York City for the first time and added, “I’m from the other side of the
world and I come here and I feel so close to these people. I’m reading
all of these notes from people that describe their experience on that
day, what they felt at that moment and I feel close to them.”
Migues added that he feels the National September 11th Memorial
& Museum that’s being constructed will show future generations
what this experience was like and why it’s important to remember.

Pueblo Migues, from Argentina, looks at
informational exhibits at the September 11th
Museum in lower Manhattan near ground
One World Trade Center is scheduled to be completed in 2013.
zero in February 2011. Migues said being in
When Hintz was asked if he and his wife were going to continue their
anniversary tradition after the new One World Trade center is completed, New York City and seeing the exhibit made the
he enthusiastically answered, “Absolutely. We’re hoping to celebrate our events more real to him. (Photo by Dan Desmet,
New York District)
26th anniversary at One WTC in 2013!”

This rendering from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey shows
a vision of a completed World Trade Center complex integrated into lower
Manhattan’s skyline. To learn more about the ongoing work at the new
World Trade Center complex you can visit www.wtcprogress.com.
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